COMMUNITY REOPENING UPDATE
Updated: 04/02/2021

In an effort to keep you up to date on all of our community plans for reopening, we wanted to summarize the latest updates for you. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Lisa Cummins at (616) 735-6056, LCummins@CovLiving.org. We look forward to seeing you soon.

**Residential Living:**
Visitation Requirements: describe how visits can be done, screening, masks, hours of visitation, or any other community specifics or local guidance: Visits are still requiring that masks be worn except if both parties are vaccinated and visiting in the apartment. We have not opened to common area visits. Touch is allowed if both parties are vaccinated. If resident is vaccinated but visitor is not then they should wear a well fitted mask.

**Amenity Areas:**
- Dining- 50%
- Fitness- open 24/7
- Pool (if applicable): Open by sign up and classes
- Activities; Open for groups up to 15 with masks and distancing
- Chapel Services: Open- can have up to 15 with masks and distancing

**Assisted Living:**
Visitation Requirements: describe how visits can be done, location of visits, how to schedule, screening expectations, masks, hours of visitation, or any other community specifics or local guidance. Visits can be done in the resident apartment. Health screening checks must be completed prior to entering main building. Mask are to be worn for entire visit. Touch is permitted as long as the resident is vaccinated and the visitor wears a well fitted mask (vaccinated or not).

**Amenity Areas:**
- Dining- We have started in AL and are at a capacity allowed to maintain the 6 ft distance as part of the requirements.
- Activities- Can go up to 15 in a group

**Skilled Nursing Care:**
Visitation Requirements: describe how visits can be done, location of visits, how to schedule, screening expectations, masks, hours of visitation, or any other community specifics or local guidance
Amenity Areas:

- Dining: We have started in skilled and are at a capacity allowed to maintain the 6 ft distance as part of the requirements.
- Activities: can go up to 15 in a group
- Chapel Services: open and can go up to 15 in a group